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OUR MISSION

OUR VALUES

The mission of the Toronto Waldorf School
is to meet each student through a unique,
challenging, educational experience that
encourages wonder, fosters inspiration, and
leads to fulfillment of life purpose.

>> At TWS, the anthroposophical understanding of child
development guides the educational program.
>> We hold a reverence for childhood.
>> The diversity of our community is important to us.
>> We have the courage to do what is right for our
children and for our community.
>> We embrace the ideals of servant leadership.
>> Respect, trust, and authenticity are the foundation for
all our relationships.
>> We are stewards of our green space and our
environment.

TWS AT A GLANCE

FOUNDED >> 1968
GRADES >> Childcare through Grade 12
ENROLMENT IN 2019-2020 >> 358
CAMPUS >> 18 acres
ACCREDITATION >> The Association of Waldorf Schools of
			North America (AWSNA)
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Congratulations to the Class 0f 2020!
Our 2020 graduates were accepted to the
following universities and colleges:
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY >> Psychology, Law & Society
CARLETON UNIVERSITY >> Journalism, Computer Science
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO >> Social Science, Life Sciences
MCMASTER UNIVERSITY >> Social Science
SHERIDAN COLLEGE >> Art Fundamentals
TRENT UNIVERSITY >> Social Work
RYERSON UNIVERSITY >> Environment & Urban Sustainability
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY >> BASc Engineering
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>> A MESSAGE FROM

Helene Gross
Pedagogical Administrator
On September 19th 2019, the hundredth-year anniversary of the day the first
Waldorf school opened in Stuttgart, Germany, our whole school student body,
from grade one to twelve, with all of their teachers and some individuals who had
spent many years working at TWS, gathered in the forum for an assembly.
It was an event where many memories were shared; from early memories of the
construction of the school building to classroom and community experiences
from the first days to the present day. The stories were shared by founding
teachers, alumni/ae who are now teachers, current teachers, and some current
students. A great deal of gratitude was expressed and some commented that they
could feel the presence of those who had gone before. No one had any inkling of
how the year was to unfold and there was no better way to begin the year, given
how many changes lay ahead.
I am writing this at the start of what I imagine is probably the most unusual
school year in the history of TWS. No one could have comprehended when we
left for our March Break that we would not return to the school building until
September and then with quite a different configuration of classes and learning
spaces. As we navigated through the current pandemic; we began to recognize
that the founding of the first Waldorf school came at the tail-end of both a
world war and a pandemic. It gives one pause to wonder how education will be
transformed by the times we are living in.
The Waldorf movement in North America, and indeed the world, is undergoing a
transformation related to the themes of diversity, equity, and inclusion. The
events of this past summer have highlighted the need to address these questions
in our schools with a sense of urgency. For a few years, our faculty and staff have
been committed to the work required to transform the environment within our
school and have undertaken efforts to make significant visible changes in the
upcoming school year. We wish to create an environment in which every member
of our community is seen, acknowledged and valued. Over the past three years,
we have actively educated ourselves with respect to the history of Indigenous
people in Canada and incorporated a Land Acknowledgement into all our
community gatherings. We all participated in an anti-racist workshop to start
our school year two years ago. We have also reviewed and made changes to
our collection of library books and are about to add a number of books to the
collection thanks to two generous donations, one from a family in the school and
the other from the Parent Council fundraising efforts. We are determined to listen,
learn, and change.
We thank you for continuing to entrust us with the education of your children.
Our program, our classrooms, and our outdoor spaces have been reconfigured to
facilitate this year’s new reality and our whole community has come together with
care and enthusiasm to meet the hurdles that lie ahead.
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>> BOARD OF DIRECTORS UPDATE

Daniel Lerner
Chair, TWS Board of Directors
The 2019-2020 school year saw the Board of Directors move away from the
transitioning that had taken place the year before into a position to strengthen
TWS and respond to unexpected issues facing our community. Our Board
membership remained unchanged from the previous year, and consisted of
myself as the continuing Board Chair, along with Alex Christopoulos, Elisabeth
Chomko, Warren Cohen, Matthew Farr, Peter Hiddema, Natalie Little, Edwin
Menendez-Molina, Mira Perry, Patricia Steger, and Brad Wilson, with our exofficio members of Helene Gross and Angelo Zaccheo.
In the first half of the school year, the Board of Directors continued its work
from the prior year of reviewing and supporting the faculty and staff well being.
This resulted in new funding initiatives and formulas being approved to support
regular salary increases to help bring faculty salaries up towards expectations.
The TWS Board also used the first half of the school year to continue its work
on the Toronto Waldorf School Foundation, with the Foundation’s first working
Board of Directors being appointed. The Foundation Board’s work is currently
ongoing to put in the infrastructure that will allow it to take on the $6.9 million
endowment and grow it to meet the needs of the students of the TWS.
The Board’s plans for the remainder of the 2019-2020 school were overtaken
by the need to respond to COVID-19. This included the Board having to monitor
the situation, eventually making the decision to close the physical school and
child care, and supporting the Faculty’s initiatives to continue the school year
with the students through remote technology. In recognition that the parents’
expectations for the school year could not be met due to COVID-19, particularly
for parents with younger children, the Board of Directors found funding to
approve a series of partial tuition refunds that were scaled to the age group of
the child in question.
In the meantime, the school leadership consisting of myself, Helene Gross,
Angelo Zaccheo, and the faculty chairs and executive began to meet on a weekly
basis to address the rapidly changing landscape caused by COVID-19.
Nearer the end of the school year, TWS’s focus turned to how a reopening of
the school would look in September. With that in mind, the Board of Directors
finished the school year by beginning a process to look towards what the
financial situation of TWS would be in September and what funding was required
to meet the expected increase in capital costs to operate TWS in a healthy and
safe manner.
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>> A MESSAGE FROM THE PARENT COUNCIL

Stacy Sugar and
Meagan Wilson
Parent Council Presidents

The Parent Council develops and supports initiatives that
contribute to a vibrant and inclusive school and parent
community at TWS. During our monthly meetings, we open
communication lines between parents and the school’s
governing, administrative, and pedagogical bodies. We
also discuss how we can best support the various festivals
and community events within the school each year. Finally,
we fundraise for the Parent Council Fund with the aim of
presenting a gift to the school each year on behalf of all the
parents.
Parent Council meetings were held monthly, alternating
between morning and evening times to accommodate as
many schedules as possible. The meetings were open to all
parents, offering a connection point to representatives from
the Board, Administration, and Faculty.
Parent Council meetings were also crucial for planning
some of the school events and initiatives that had heavy
parent involvement:
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As a community we celebrated Michaelmas together in
the Fall of 2019 with a parent festival and social after the
traditional St. George and the Dragon play.
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In January, we held our annual Children’s Winter Festival,
which was a great success and was enjoyed by many of
the lower school families.
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Last year, the Parent Council provided funds to the
Faculty to enhance and renew the school library with
new titles. They have begun the purchase process and
are enjoying the variety the new collection offers. We
would like to thank Cecilia Chau and Meagan Wilson
for their assistance in the process of renewing and
revitalizing the library’s collection of class readers,
chapter books, and beginning readers.

4 Throughout the year Rachel Kavanagh led the Parent
Book Club. Each month, a small group got together
to discuss a variety of titles from the TWS high school
curriculum and inspired by Waldorf pedagogy.
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Throughout the summer months a group of parents
formed to begin anti-racist work within themselves in
order to better serve the community. They meet monthly
to discuss the book “Me and White Supremacy” by Layla
Saad.
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Parent Council also supported the ongoing parent-led
initiatives such as Handwork Circle and the Crafter’s
Corner. Parents also stepped forward to offer their
expertise in a variety of areas throughout the school.
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At the beginning of this school year, Parent Council
made a contribution towards ‘Wellness Gift Bags’ curated
by Cindy Chan, for each faculty member on behalf the
parents and in gratitude for all the hard work put into
preparing for this unprecedented school year.

In addition to these events, we continued to raise money for
the Parent Council through fundraisers such as Fundscrip
and Mabel’s Labels. The Children’s Winter Festival, while
primarily a community-building event, also raised a
significant amount of money which will go towards a new
gift to the school in 2021.
We would like to extend a heartfelt thank you to our
fellow Parent Council executives from last year: Nastassia
Subban, Cecilia Chau, Mirella Costa, Shani Brothers, Keren
Golan, and Connie Pugliese-Riolino. We would also like
to acknowledge every parent at the school who faced a
whole new world of virtual learning beginning in March
and continuing on through to the end of June. Every family
worked hard to strike the precarious balance between their
children’s home-based education and their many other life
commitments. It was a challenging time that we all faced
with courage thanks to the guidance and support of the
school’s administration and faculty.
On behalf of the entire parent body we would like to again,
express our most sincere gratitude to the administration and
faculty for all the work, love, thought, and energy that has
been put into creating a safe, engaging, and warm learning
environment for our children this school year.
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TWS ALUMNI/AE UPDATE

>> TWS ALUMNI/AE UPDATE

Sara Anderson
Administrator and Alumini/ae Coordinator
The 2019-20 year began with some targeted initiatives for
alumni/ae spearheaded by AWSNA. The Alum Relations
Strategic Consulting Group was formed with a mandate
to steer future plans and projects that support alumni/ae
at large. This group plans to host forums and workshops
to help connect new alums with experienced mentors for
career building, networking, and more.
Taking the lead with its strategic plan, AWSNA’s successful
launch of the social networking platform, Waldorf Alum
Connect, now boasts a membership of over 1,500 alums.
Alum parents as well as current and former faculty and staff
have also been invited to join the platform to open up more
networking and career opportunities. Visit https://alums.
waldorfeducation.org to sign up.
The website offers a place for Waldorf alums from across
the continent to find peers from their class year, mentors
in educational and career fields, and fellow alums in their
geographical area. Complementing the location-based
search feature of the platform, AWSNA also initiated
regional alum social gatherings that were set to kick off
in the summer. The first Toronto regional event had been
scheduled to take place at the alum-owned Indie Alehouse,
a local micro-brewery and pub in downtown Toronto’s
Junction neighbourhood. However, with the explosion of
the pandemic, this social gathering has been postponed
until 2021, as has the Class of 2000’s 20-year reunion.
Amidst this global pandemic, TWS welcomed the Class of
2020 into the alumni/ae family. This incredible group of
students faced numerous challenges and disappointments
in the senior year, including the cancellation of the
traditional in-person graduation and end-of-year service
trip. Nevertheless, the students took it all in stride and
made the most of what they were able to do.
In January, just before the virus started to make its
presence known, the class performed their magical play,
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, in front of a live, sold-out
audience, one of the last in-person events that was possible
at TWS. The beloved Rose Ceremony took place online and
TWS hosted its first-ever virtual graduation. Throughout
8
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it all, the Class of 2020 showed exemplary leadership,
perseverance and goodwill. They also learned resilience:
if they can graduate in a pandemic, they can face any
hardship head-on and not only survive, but thrive.
As we celebrate the Class of 2020 joining the ranks of
alumni/ae, we mark a total of 800 students who have now
graduated TWS and well over 2,000 alumni/ae at large. How
do we maintain community and connectedness within our
growing alumni/ae body? This is a central question to the
work of alum associations and an especially unique one
with the spread of Waldorf schools across North America
and the world. How do we foster a sense of togetherness
for TWS alums, and a feeling of belonging to the larger body
of worldwide Waldorf alums in the midst of a pandemic?
A great way to bring us together is to share our stories.
TWS’s social media presence has taken on a more significant
role in this context. The Alum Facebook Group continues
to post weekly “alum shout-outs” that showcases the
incredible talents and achievements of our membership.
Preparations are also underway for the launch of the
revitalized alumni/ae magazine with plans for the first
online edition to be published in 2021.
TWS alums also came together to congratulate the Class
of 2020, compiling their well-wishes into a touching short
video, presented as a surprise gift during the online grad
ceremony. Over the summer several alum Zoom Drop-ins
took place, drawing a wonderful turnout from a variety of
class years and global locations, ranging from New Zealand
to California. One alum, working a shift on the front lines
of a hospital, screening patients arriving for COVID testing,
logged on in full PPE regalia! The corona virus may have
forced us apart physically, but it has not stopped alums
from connecting, sharing, and celebrating the deep bonds
and special gifts that Waldorf education has given us.
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>> 2019-2020 FINANCIAL REPORT

Angelo Zaccheo
Director, Finance and Administration

REVENUE
81% TUITION & FEES >> 6,204,426
1%

DONATIONS & FUNDRAISING >> 68,159

2% DONATION FROM TWS FOUNDATION >> 123,875
9% GOVERNMENT WAGE SUBSIDIES >> 698,823
8% OTHER REVENUE >> 600,934
TOTAL >> 7,696,217

EXPENSES
65% SALARIES & BENEFITS >> 4,984,562
5% NET FINANCIAL AID >> 392,567
4% INSTRUCTIONAL OPERATIONS >> 326,451
26% FACILITIES OPERATIONS &

SUMMER CAMP OPERATIONS >>
TOTAL >> 7,667,656
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1,964,076

With gratitude to all who gave in the
last year. Your generous donations have
directly impacted the students of TWS.
FOUNDING DONORS OF
THE TORONTO WALDORF
SCHOOL FOUNDATION:
$5000 and above

$50-$1000

Norman and Rosalie Cohen
Family Foundation

Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories Inc

Dong Jiang and Rong Zhao

A. and W. Movel

Cawthra Mulock Foundation

Heather Lee and family

The Wilson Family

YongJian Lu and family

Anonymous

Mr. Mark and Ms. Debora McAlister

Lijuan Luo and family
The Cai family
The Nguyen family

$1000 to $5000

The Ou family

Zuofen Wang and family

The Kennedy family

The Dagan Family

Ms. Inna Loor and family
The Issakhan family

Nancy Xiong- Hua and family

Randall van Gerwen

The Talreja family

Afaf Ruby

The Hughes family

The Lia family

Real Estate Wealth Builders Inc

The Robarts family
The Galbraith family

Vibrant Power Inc

Richard and Elisabeth Chomko

Mrs. Ki Wei and Mr. Xiaowe Yue

Patty Morris

The Yue family

The Yahya-Nayeri family

Focus Creative Concepts Inc

Angela Spadafora
The Brothers family

Enginess

Tong Fang Qu

Kaveh Shojania

The James family

The Hiddema family

The Hanna family

Anonymous

The Sugar family
Christine Tansley
The Ofield family
The Ketchum-Evans family
Anonymous
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>> A MESSAGE FROM

Monica Maile
On behalf of the TWSF board
In 2020, a long-term goal was realized with the formation
of the Toronto Waldorf School Foundation. Our founding
board is comprised of parents, alumni, and a current TWS
teacher. This dedicated group includes Jim Hughes, Andrew
Starzynski, Darius Djawadi, Stephen Ou, and Monica Maile,
with Daniel Lerner and Angelo Zaccheo acting in an advisory
capacity. Since May, this board has met weekly to define
the objectives for the foundation, draft the governing
documents, create guiding principles for investment of the
endowment funds, and create a strategic fundraising plan.
This work is now being reviewed by our carefully selected
legal team and will come to fruition in early 2021.
One key pillar of our work has been defining how to invest
the endowment capital in a safe and ethical manner, yet still
ensure we deliver against our goal rate of return. Our search
for an investment partner was in depth and ranged across
five national institutions. We are pleased to report that TD
Asset Management was chosen, with a team specifically
dedicated to investing the funds of charitable foundations
and backed by the most comprehensive Ethical and Social
Governance department in Canada. This means that we are
able to ensure the money is invested in accordance with our
ethical principles – for example, no corporations that deal
in tobacco, firearms, or have with ties to human trafficking.
This is a critical differentiating factor of the foundation – not
only does the money assist the students of the school, as we
grow it, we are also funding companies that contribute to an
ethical and sustainable society.
We look forward to sharing with you our key initiative funds
for 2021. Ways to help support the school in growing their
outdoor education programs in breadth and depth, funds to
help keep our community whole by reducing the number
of families who leave the school for financial reasons, and
more, will be available for your support. We look forward
to growing these funds with you, and in doing so, ensuring
that our student body continues to diversify, stay whole, and
that the experiences of the students deepen and grow in
years to come – whatever the future may bring us.
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